
A L E S T I C H Y 

R E M A R K S ON T H E F L O W OF T I M E IN T H E 
N O V E L S OF H E N R Y F I E L D I N G 

I 

The reader of any of the three novels written by Henry Fielding 
(Joseph Andrews, Tom Jones. Amelia) frequently comes across allusions 
to the time at which the incidents of the story take place. He is often ex
plicitly acquainted with the hour at which the characters enter or leave 
the scene of action, usually with the part of the day, and sometimes with 
the day of the week, but rarely with the month or season of the year, 
exceptionally with the date or the month, and never with the year in 
which the action in the novels commenced, developed and concluded. 
These references to time are supplemented by passages that establish the 
sequence of events by indicating the number of hours or days which have 
elapsed since some incident described in the previous paragraph or chapter. 
On the basis of this information the reader is usually able to reconstruct 
the succession of days in the novel and to measure, with striking accuracy, 
the periods of time which intervened between any two occurrences in 
the book. 

The first attempt to analyze Fielding's attention to the flow of time, 
which is so conspicuously manifested in his novels, was undertaken 
by Frederick S. Dickson in the study "The Chronology of Tom Jones".* 
Dickson elaborated a detailed time-scheme of the adventures of Tom 
Jones on the journey from Allworthy's house via Upton to London and 
during his stay there up to his marriage with Sophia Western, and assigned 
definite dates to all the days described in Tom Jones, books VII to XVIII. 
Starting from the author's allusions to the progress of the Jacobite Rebell
ion2 and from his remarks on the full moon, which rose at five o'clock 
on the evening of Jones and Partridge's departure from Gloucester,3 he 
fixed the date of the latter event on November 29, 1745, and taking into 
account the duration of each book indicated in its heading, identified the 
dates of all preceding and following incidents in Tom Jones, books VII 
to XVIII, in the period between November 24 (Tom's expulsion from the 
house of his foster-father) to December 29 (Tom's marriage with Sophia 
Western) of that year. In his article he emphasized the existence of a 
carefully prepared time-scheme in the novel, and the air of reality that 
the author endeavoured to impart to his work by meticulously checking 
the movement of celestial bodies in the autumn months of 1745. 
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The chief merit of Dickson's analysis lies in the attention which it 
drew to the prominent role of the time element in the structure of Fiel
ding's works. Since the publication of the article, literary critics have 
offered various interpretations, according to their general conception of 
Fielding's art, of the principle which they found behind the intricate 
time-plan of Tom Jones. They chiefly followed the ideas of Wilbur 
L. Cross, who stressed the author's realism of detail due to his assumed 
role of a "historian", and the influence of drama on his technique of novel-
writing.4 Another view, formulated most comprehensively in the work 
of Ethel M. Thornbury,5 explains the time-plan, among other aspects of 
Fielding as novelist, by his indebtedness to the theory of epic poetry, 
a part of the Renaissance theory of art prevailing, chiefly through the 
works of Boileau, Le Bossu and other French critics, in English literary 
criticism at the time of Fielding's life. According to these two conceptions 
the flow of time in Tom Jones was reduced either to a continuity substituted 
for the dramatic unity of time (Haage6) or to an epic unity of time derived 
by the critics of the Italian Renaissance analogically to the corresponding 
dramatic unity (Thornbury7). 

• In order that we may appreciate the respective merits of these argu
ments, ascertain the basic trends inherent in Fielding's handling of time 
and assess their importance for the "new province of writing" which the 
author proclaimed to open with his novels, we must first obtain a broader 
view of Fielding's practice than the analysis of only one novel can afford. 

Especially revealing in this respect is the author's treatment of time 
in Joseph Andrews and in Amelia. As in the latter part of Tom Jones, 
the period of time occupied by incidents in these two novels may be 
arranged into an uninterrupted succession of days, which begins with the 
first serious conflict, is maintained throughout the complicated story in 
spite of differences in the structure of the three works, and comes to an 
end with the resolution of the plot in the final discovery. The sequence 
is founded on the alternation of day and night in the heroes' lives, in 
a few instances on the indication of the number of days which are inter
posed between two consecutive actions, or, still less often, on the regular 
distribution of Sundays among the days of the week. 

In Joseph Andrews, after four preparatory chapters which form a concise 
history of , the life of the principal character, the action begins with the death of 
Sir Thomas Booby (in book I, chapter 5). O n the seventh day after this, Joseph was 
summoned to the widow of his deceased master, preserved his chastity in spite of 
her two attempts to seduce him, wrote two letters to his sister Pamela and, finally, 
was dismissed from L a d y Booby's service (chapters 5 to 10 of the first book). A t 
2 o'clock i n the morning of the eighth day he was robbed of all his property by 
highwaymen, brought to the inn of the Tow-wouses and met by Abraham Adams 
(chapters 11 to 14). In his company he spent the ninth day and the following three 
days, recovering from his wounds (up to the end of book I). 

O n the thirteenth day Joseph and Adams departed for the parish of Booby H a l l ; 
Parson Adams met Mrs . Slipslop, heard the first part of the story of Leonora, was 
smeared with hog's blood, lost his way, delivered Fanny from the hands of her 
ravisher and defended her and himself in court (book II, chapters 2—12). A t 1 a. m. 
on the fourteenth day the two heroes were reunited at an alehouse where Joseph 
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and Mrs. Slipslop had taken refuge from a violent storm, and after an interlude with 
Parson Trul l iber set out on their further journey (chapters 13—16). Having been 
deceived by the promises of a practical joker, they spent the following night at an 
alehouse not two miles away, and on the fifteenth day continued their walk (in 
book III) up to the house of M r . Wilson and spent a considerable portion of the 
ensuing night listening to the tale of their host's life (chapters 2—3). The sixteenth 
day was full of adventures, beginning with the ki l l ing of Wilson's little dog before 
the departure of the travellers, culminating in their fight with the hounds and in 
Adams's involuntary bath, and ending with the discussion of Adams with a Catholic 
priest at the New Inn (chapters 4—8). The action on the following day, the seventeenth 
in succession since Sir Thomas's death, opened with the abduction of Fanny and her 
subsequent rescue by the attendants of Peter Pounce, and closed with the conclusion 
of the journey (at the beginning of the fourth book). 

The travellers arrived in their parish simultaneously with the coach of Lady 
Booby. O n Sunday, the eighteenth day, after the banns of marriage between Joseph 
and Fanny had been published for the first time, Lady . Booby ordered her lawyer 
to have the young couple removed from the parish (chapters 1—3). O n the following 
day she frequently changed her' mind, but on Tuesday, having heard the second 
publication of the banns, was glad to receive the news of the detention of the lovers 
and of their appearance before the justice of the peace. In the afternoon, however, 
after M r . Booby, her nephew and the husband of Pamela, had arrived at her house 
and saved the couple from being committed to jail , she had to swallow her anger 
and listen to M r . Booby's encomium on Fanny's beauty (chapters 4—6). 

The following day, the twenty-first in succession, was again crowded with 
events: Joseph repudiated the remonstrances of his brother-in-law against his planned 
marriage with Fanny, defended his sweetheart against the advances of an impertinent 
servant of Beau Didapper, listened to the sermon of Parson Adams on Providence 
and to the unfinished history of Leonard and Paul , protected Fanny from the insolent 
behaviour of Beau Didapper, learned from the pedlar's account that he was brother 
to Fanny, and was summoned with the whole company to L a d y Booby to inform her 
of that discovery (chapters 7—13). After the adventures in the small hours of the 
twenty-second day the story reached its turning-point when Mrs . Andrews recognized 
Fanny as her own child and M r . Wilson met with his son Joseph (chapters 14—15). 
O n the same day the company proceeded to M r . Booby!s house. A coach was 
dispatched on the twenty-third day and returned with Mrs . Wilson on the next 
evening. O n Sunday, the twenty-fifth day, the banns between Joseph and Fanny 
were published for the third time, and their marriage was celebrated on the twenty-
sixth day after the death of Sir Thomas Booby (in chapter 16). 

A s in Tom Jones and Am,elia, the last few paragraphs of Joseph Andrews, 
written in the present tense, provide a glimpse into the future of the main characters. 

The time-reckoning in the final chapter of Joseph Andrews is based 
on the unchanging rotation of the seven days of the week, i. e. on the 
assumption that Saturday (the day of Mrs. Wilson's arrival) falls on the 
sixth day after the preceding Sunday. It is a violation of the author's 
practice in the rest of the novel, according to which the sequence of days 
is maintained by an uninterrupted succession of events or by explicit 
statements on the duration of pauses. As in the other two novels, as soon 
as the author disentangles the plot, he hurries through the remaining 
scenes up to the final picture of virtue rewarded without conforming to 
the rules which he observed for the action proper. 
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In comparison with the smooth flow of Joseph Andrews the time-
scheme of Amelia is more intricate. 

The history begins with the appearance of Captain Booth before Justice 
Thrasher on the morning of A p r i l 1st (chapter 2). Having been found guilty of 
violence, the hero of the book spent the remainder of the day and the subsequent 
twenty-four hours in prison, chiefly in the company of his fellow-prisoner Robinson 
(chapters 3—5). O n the third day he was invited to visit Miss Matthews, another 
inhabitant of the prison-house, heard the story of her life, gave her a detailed account 
of his own adventures, and spent the following night in her room (up to book IV, 
chapter 1). A week had elapsed before Amel ia arrived and took her husband home 
(chapter 2). The next morning (which fell on the eleventh day, if the amount of time 
allotted by the author to Booth's stay with his mistress is taken literally) the hero 
began to recover from the pangs of remorse that had resulted from his unfaithfulness. 
Two or three days had passed before two letters, one from Miss Matthews and the 
other from Dr. Harrison, again disturbed his peace of mind (chapter 3). After the 
visit of Colonel James on the same day (the fourteenth or fifteenth since the im
prisonment of Booth) the hero decided to visit his former mistress on the next Sunday, 
the only day of the week on which he could walk outside the verge of the court 
without danger of being arrested by the agents of Dr. Harrison's lawyer. However, 
two days after the first letter, he received another communication from her and 
solicited the assistance of Colonel James in this affair. The next morning the colonel 
acquainted h im with the success of his mission to Miss Matthews, but the following 
day he unexpectedly declined to speak with him. Booth again determined to wait 
ti l l the following Sunday (chapters 4—5). He could not have arrived at this decision 
earlier than Friday, because no Sunday had intervened between his last resolution 
of the same kind and the day of the colonel's perplexing behaviour. For this reason, 
only one day had elapsed without any adventure before Booth called at the colonel's 
house, most probably on the twentieth or twenty-first day following his apprehension 
by the night watchmen. 

In order to avoid the cumbersome introduction of two numbers for each day, 
a new sequence may be conveniently begun at this date. One afternoon, which 
occurred on Tuesday at the latest, Amel ia received a note from Mrs. James and paid 
her an unsuccessful visit. She fell i l l the next morning, but had sufficiently recovered 
to welcome Mrs . James on the tenth day, i. e. on the thirteenth day of the new series 
(chapter 6). The next evening Booth and Amel ia renewed their old friendship with 
Sergeant Atkinson (chapter 7). O n Sunday, the fifteenth day, Colonel James refused 
to see the young captain and on the following day sent h im an unfriendly letter 
(chapter 8). O n Wednesday Amel ia went to the oratorio, on Thursday she became 
aquainted with Mrs . Bennet and on Saturday she was introduced by Mrs . Ellison to 
the company of the noble lord (at the end of book IV). 

O n Sunday, the twenty-second day of the new sequence, Booth was again refused 
entrance to James's house (book V , chapter 1). He spent part of the following week 
looking after his sick child (in chapter 2 of the first edition) and on the next Sunday 
called on the mighty lord and drank tea with Mrs. Ell ison and Mrs. Bennet (chapter 2). 
Mrs . Bennet and the lord visited h im the following day, the thirtieth in the new 
sequence (chapter 3). Sergeant Atkinson spent the next three days in the house in 
order to protect Booth against the agents of Murphy, Dr. Harrison's lawyer, who was 
reported to watch for Booth even within the protected area (chapter 4). O n the thirty-
fourth day, after the immediate danger had been averted, the captain fought a duel 
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with Colonel Bath outside the verge of the court, but was lucky enough not to meet 
any member of Murphy's gang (chapters 5 and 6). The next day he spoke privately 
with Sergeant Atkinson, met Colonel James at the house of Colonel Bath, and since 
he feared to leave his asylum, invited h im to dinner at his lodgings (up to book V I , 
chapter 1). O n the thirty-sixth day he again called on Colonel Bath, was informed 
of the visit of a mysterious stranger to their apartments and disapproved of Amelia's 
going to a masquerade at Ranelagh (chapters 2—6). O n the following day Mrs . Bennet 
displayed her scholarly talent before the captain and his wife, and Atkinson 
acquainted Booth with further threats voiced by Dr . Harrison's lawyer (chapters 7 
and 8). 

The thirty-eighth day was marked by the first crisis in the novel. Amel ia 
received a mysterious warning letter, had the true character of the noble lord 
displayed before her in the history of Mrs . Bennet, discovered the secret of Atkinson's 
marriage, was frightened by the news of her husband's arrest, and obtained Colonel 
James's promise of assistance (up to the end of chapter 7 of the eighth book). O n 
the following day she was warned of James's base design on her virtue and welcomed 
Dr. Harrison, who subsequently released the unfortunate captain from prison (up to 
the end of book IX, chapter 2). 

The next few days form an anticlimax to the preceding events. O n the fortieth 
day Colonel James entertained his brother-in-law, the Booths and Dr. Harrison to 
dinner (chapter 2), the following day A m e l i a acquainted the old doctor with her 
apprehension concerning the colonel (chapters 4—5), after a night scene at the 
Atkinsons she failed to see h i m on the next morning, but immediately made amends 
for her forgetfulness, and spent the evening in the presence of her husband, 
Dr. Harrison and his two friends at Vauxha l l (chapters 6—9). The following morning 
Dr. Harrison visited Amel ia on her urgent request and was informed of her reluctance 
to accept James's invitation to a masquerade (up to the end of chapter 1 in the tenth 
book). The masquerade took place in a day or two, i . e. on the forty-fourth or forty-
fifth day (chapters 2—3). The next day Dr . Harrison left London for a week (actually 
he returned back on the fifth day), and Booth, playing cards with Captain Trent, 
contracted a debt of fifty pounds (chapters 4—5). O n the following day Trent relieved 
him of his uneasiness by indefinitely postponing the day on which the money should 
be repaid (chapters 6—7). Amel ia quarelled with Mrs. Atkinson and on the next 
morning moved with her husband to another lodging (chapter 8). 

Everything is now prepared for the grand finale. O n the following day, the 
forty-eighth or forty-ninth in succession, Trent reminded the captain of his debt and 
asked for its immediate settlement (in the third chapter of the eleventh book), and 
Amelia, in order to comply with this request, sold almost all her belongings. The 
forty-ninth (or fiftieth) day opened with the bribing of the influential man (in 
chapter 5) and concluded, after many adventures, with the third and final arrest of 
Captain Booth (at the end of the eleventh book). The events of the following day 
resolved the plot of Amelia (up to the end of book XII , chapter 7), but the heroine 
had not received the news of her wealth before the fifty-first (or fifty-second) day. 
The following day Booth, his wife and Dr . Harrison dined with Colonel and Mrs . 
James, and Amel ia wrote a letter to her dishonest sister. About a week afterwards 
the whole company moved to Amelia's home in the country. 

The dinner at the house of Colonel James, which marks the end of the action 
in Amelia, took place at the earliest between the seventy-first and seventy-third day 
described in the book, i . e. on some day between June 10 and June 12. The dating 
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of Amelia to the period between A p r i l 1, 1733, and M a y 1733, established by F . Homes 
Dudden, 8 should be modified in this sense. 

The time-plans of Joseph Andrews and Amelia are founded on the 
numerous references to time in Fielding's narration. Information about the 
flow of time supplied by the characters inside the story is extremely rare 
and at great variance with the time-schemes derived from the author's 
remarks. In Joseph Andrews the young hero writes in his first letter to 
Pamela, on the seventh day after Sir Thomas's death, that his "worthy 
master Sir Thomas died about four days ago",9 curiously forgetting the 
exact number of days and making a very poor guess instead. Lady Booby 
is more definite in her dating, even if less correct, in her conversation 
with Mrs. Slipslop after the arrival of Mr. Booby and Pamela. She remarks 
on the twentieth day since her husband's departure from this world: 
"Since his death, thou knowest, though it is almost six weeks (it wants 
but a day) ago, I have not admitted one visitor, till this fool my nephew 
arrived."10 Since Fielding certainly did not intend to characterize the per
sons who uttered the above-mentioned statements as particularly oblivious 
or absent-minded, he himself must have been at fault in his references 
to time. 

Other oversights in Fielding's time-schemes or in the correspondence 
between the dating of his incidents and historical events, enumerated in 
the comprehensive biography of F. H. Dudden, are the change of the end 
of June into the November days of the Jacobite Rebellion within three 
weeks11 and anachronisms such as Garrick's stay in London before 
Christmas 1745,12 masquerades at Ranelagh before its opening in 1742,13 

the existence of the Universal Register Office in the early thirties of the 
eighteenth century,14 and the allusion to Dr. R[anby], who "had the first 
character in his profession, and was sergeant-surgeon to the king"15 in 
the young days of the Man of the Hill, who was eighty-nine in the year 
1745. 

There is also a glaring disproportion in the time which elapsed between 
the death of Mr. Booby's mother and his marriage in Richardson's Pamela 
and in Fielding's Joseph Andrews. According to Samuel Richardson, Pamela 
wrote almost thirty letters adressed to her parents in that time and kept 
a diary for more than seven weeks before her nuptials. Joseph Andrews 
received Pamela's letter announcing the death of her mistress before he 
acquainted her with a similar misfortune in their house, but as both he 
and Pamela were indefatigable letter-writers, he could not have waited 
for the news and could not have postponed his answer for a long time. 
Nevertheless, when he met his supposed sister on the twentieth day after 
Sir Thomas's death (or, according to Lady Booby, on the forty-first day), 
she was already married. 

Fielding's errors in the allusions to the flow of time conclusively 
demonstrate the non-existence of any comprehensive time-plan premeditated 
by the author in advance, together with the plot of his novels. Most of 
them are due to the fact that Fielding was not much interested in the 
exact number of days which he described, but at the same time was not 
satisfied with only an approximate correlation of the time of various 
occurrences. He took great care to connect each incident with the rest 
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of the story through specified time links, combining all events of the 
action proper into an unbroken chain, so that he developed the action 
of his novels on a virtual day-by-day basis with a few short pauses inserted 
in the progress of the story. The principal and most conspicuous feature 
of the succession of days in his novels is its uninterruptedness (the absence 
of gaps in the series of connecting links and the absence of undefined 
or long intervals between two consecutive incidents) rather than its exact 
duration. 

In the first part of Tom Jones the author introduced the material 
antecedent to the main story (the love of Tom and Sophia) in a narrative 
disrupted in time, but he endeavoured to compensate for this irregularity 
by forging the time link between the incidents of each book in its heading. 
As he considered the headings as fairly adequate bridges between the time 
of insufficiently connected incidents, he substituted them for the connecting 
links supplied otherwise in his narration even in some chapters of the 
latter part of the novel. Of all his five works divided into books (the three 
novels, Jonathan Wild and The Journey from this World to the Next) he 
adopted this device only in Tom Jones because — Jonathan Wild being 
a "biography", not a "history" — he apparently saw no reason for its 
application to narratives in which he preserved the continuity of time by 
regular means. 

The uninterrupted flow of time in Fielding's novels, a pattern imposed 
by the author on his material as a constructional principle, does not reflect 
any definite historical succession of days characterized by means of out
standing events and dates. Fielding is a historian of manners rather than 
of occurrences in the past, writing about contemporary men and women 
in contemporary circumstances and introducing historical persons and 
events largely for the purpose of social and personal criticism. In his 
anachronisms, Garrick appears in order to receive high praise for his art, 
Dr. Ranby, for his professional dexterity and good nature, the Universal 
Register Office is advertised for material reasons, and the immorality of 
the masquerades at Ranelagh is severely censured. As the author in
advertently revealed by his frequent references in Amelia to the Universal 
Register Office, a family enterprise whose date of establishment he was 
well aware of, he paid no scrupulous attention to the dating involved in 
the historical allusions of his novels. He did not even apparently realize 
that the succession of days or years described in his books might be iden
tified with an exactly defined period in the past on the basis of his own 
remarks. Even if he had consulted an almanac for the hour at which the 
full moon rose in the late autumn weeks of the Jacobite Rebellion in Tom 
Jones (the assumption on which Dickson founded his chronology), he 
certainly ignored the exact date of the event. 

Fielding's disregard for the niceties of dating combined with the 
existence of the continuous flow of time in his novels produced further 
incompatibilities, in addition to the above-mentioned anachronisms, 
between the chronology of his works and of historical events. We become 
aware of them as soon as we apply the unequivocal allusions to history 
to time in the novels and attempt to reconstruct the dates for the days 
described in them. The action of Joseph Andrews, dated from this stand
point, took place before the publication of the book on February 22, 1742, 
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and after the unsuccessful battle of Cartagena (in the first half of 
April in the preceding year), which was hinted at in the conversation 
of Parson Adams with the sportsman in the seventh chapter of the second 
book.16 Another clue for the dating of the novel is the text of the deposition 
of James Scout and Thomas Trotter accusing Joseph Andrews of felony 
committed on a Sabbath-day in October. These allusions fix the action, 
at least partly, to October 1741. Sundays in that month fell on the 4th, 
11th, 18th, and 25th day and the two festivals observed by the Church of 
England, the feast of St. Luke and that of St. Simon and St. Jude, occurred 
on Sunday, October 18th, and Wednesday, October 28th, respectively. In 
the novel, however, the holiday in October, on which the banns between 
Joseph and Fanny were published for the second time, occured on Tuesday. 
Similarly, Fielding did not apparently realize that the plot of Amelia is 
implicitly assigned to the year 1733 and that April 1st, 1733, the beginning 
of the action in the novel, actually fell on Sunday. These discrepancies 
again point to the idea that the principal conclusion to be derived from 
Dickson's analysis of Tom Jones is the existence of a continuous flow of 
time, measurable in days, rather than the scrupulous historicity of the 
time-setting. 

The most convincing argument for this conclusion is Fielding's utter 
disregard of the division of the week into seven days, with different daily 
routine on Sundays. All the days of the week are of the same importance 
for the author, unless some action has to take place on a Sunday, such as 
the publishing of banns in Joseph Andrews or Booth's walks outside the 
verge of the court in Amelia. In such a case, Sundays are superimposed 
on the normal day-by-day progress, on the continuous sequence of days, 
and parts of the week are only .briefly mentioned or even completely 
omitted in order that the ̂ author may be able to proceed with his action 
without unnecessary digression.17 

In Joseph Andrews Sundays are required only for the publication of 
the banns of marriage between Joseph and Fanny. The banns are published 
for the first time on the earliest day possible (the eighteenth day since 
the death of Sir Thomas, one day after the travellers' arrival at the parish), 
which is thus turned into a Sunday. Since the author lacks sufficient store 
of incidents for a whole fortnight, a holiday is conveniently inserted on 
Tuesday, the twentieth day, and the banns are published for the second 
time. The only two days explicitly mentioned after the resolution of the 
plot on Thursday are the following Sunday (the day of the third publication 
of the banns) and Monday (the wedding day). Other Sundays in the novel 
would occur on the fourth and eleventh day, which fall within the pauses 
in action and are not described. 

Frederick S. Dickson himself drew attention to the absence of Sundays 
(and according to his dating, of Christmas) in the lives of the heroes of 
Tom Jones. As Sundays are not needed for the action, they are left out of 
account. W. C. Cross18 arrived at a similar conclusion, when he admitted 
that correspodence with reality was in this case discarded in order that 
the continuity of action, uninterrupted by a day of rest, might be preserved. 

The best example of Fielding's treatment of Sundays can be found 
in Amelia. Sundays appear in the narrative after Booth's dismissal from 
prison, when his confinement within the verge of the court for six days 
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in a week acquires importance for further development of the story and 
especially for its first major crisis, provoked by the hero's arrest outside 
the protected area. The first Sunday was introduced in the novel in 
order that Booth might visit Colonel James, who lived outside the verge 
of the court, and acquaint him with his affair with Miss Matthews. The 
next two Sundays described in the book, in a fortnight's time and after 
three weeks, were inserted in the novel because Booth had to be refused 
entrance into the colonel's house and transfer his hopes to the friendship 
with the noble lord. Booth's visit to the lord, who lived in the part of 
the town prohibited to the hero on six days of the week, was the reason 
of the introduction of another Sunday. As no further visits of people 
outside the verge of the court were required, Sundays disappeared from 
the novel after this incident. On the thirty-fifth day after the first Sunday 
in the novel, Booth called on Colonel Bath within the protected area and 
in the afternoon walked in the Park, as if he had forgotten which day of 
the week it was. The following Sundays (which should have occurred on 
the forty-second and forty-ninth day after the first Sunday, i. e. on the 
forty-third and the fiftieth day of the sequence) were also described as 
week-days, because after the release of the hero from the bailiff's house 
they had lost their function in the story. 

Another interesting proof of the superimposition of Sundays on the 
regular progress of the narrative is a minor oversight on the part of the 
author. Fielding, anticipating Booth's freedom after the arrival of Dr. Har
rison, dropped Sundays from his narrative so early that at the time of 
Booth's second imprisonment he depicted Colonel James inviting the 
captain and Amelia to dinner on a day on which Booth was confined to 
the verge of the court. Preparing a new menace to Amelia, which should 
absorb the readers' attention after the exposure of the Ellison intrigue and 
after the eclaircisssment with Dr. Harrison, the author did not realize 
that he had not yet brought to an end that part of his novel in which 
Sundays were needed as the only days of Booth's visits to the new villain 
of the piece. 

We tried to demonstrate that Fielding's numerous references to time 
cannot be reduced to his tendency towards closest possible correspondence 
between the time in the novels and in reality, a correspondence which 
Dickson sought in Tom Jones and expressed in his dating. The distribution 
of the action in Joseph Andrews and Amelia over an uninterrupted sequence 
of days, analogous to the time-plan in the latter part of Tom Jones, and 
the constant care devoted by the author to time as one of the links between 
incidents of his novels suggest the idea that the continuous chain of days, 
along which the story is developed even if it runs along one line only or 
deals with matters extraneous to the main plot of the book, is a principle 
inherent in Fielding's conception of the "history" (i. e. the novel) as a 
literary kind. In order that we may ascertain the sources of this principle, 
we shall first devote our attention to the similarities and differences 
between Fielding's handling of time in his novels and dramas. 
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II 

The uninterrupted flow of time, linking the incidents of Fielding's 
novels, differs in several aspects from the condensation of the plot of his 
dramatic works within a period of twenty-four or thirty-six hours. The 
duration of his dramatic action is implied in the nature of events represent
ed on the stage and in sporadic allusions to the length of pauses, and the 
story is advanced in time chiefly by intervals inserted between some of 
the scenes and acts. In his novels, on the other hand, the author extends 
the action to weeks and even months and combines the incidents by their 
explicit and exact time setting. Whenever he changes the scene of his 
narrative and dismisses all the characters in the chapter from the focus 
of his attention, he ushers in the new hero or heroes either at the very 
instant at which the previous scene closed, or at a specified time before 
that moment, producing a scene parallel in time with one already described. 
Owing to the presence of a narrator in the novel, broadly contemporaneous 
events at two or more different places need not be represented as successive 
in time, but if they are described as such, they always immediately follow 
one another without any intervening period. 

Another conspicuous feature of Fielding's novels, essentially different 
from his handling of time in plays, is the development of the story through 
numerous regressions that explain scenes or allusions already described 
or inserted in the preceding paragraphs or chapters. This is a special case, 
affecting the flow of time, of a general tendency towards the delineation 
of character and the presentation of action through a series of contrasting 
stages which are gradually revealed before the reader. The novelist 
abandons the dramatic formula of building new incidents on the basis 
of antecedent action for a network of surprising occurrences, by which the 
reader's interest is directed to what has actually happened and why it has 
happened rather than to future events. In his novels, chiefly of the later 
period, the author withholds many substantial facts from the reader to 
reveal them in a sudden discovery frequently underlining the critical obser
vation inherent in the incident. The ultimate source of this device, applied 
in the presentation both of characters and of the action of the novels, 
should be sought in Fielding's conception of contrast as the most suitable 
means for revealing both the mixture of light and shade, present in every 
human character, and the ugly reality of brutal selfishness, maliciousness 
or intemperate lust, veiled under the pretence of high ideals and resounding 
phrases. 

In Fielding's plays, on the other hand, the contrast between good 
and evil is not yet concentrated within one character. The attention of 
the audience is directed to the action of characters in different circum
stances and to whether and when the villains will be exposed rather than 
to the problem of what the characters actually are. The intrigues of the 
heroes and villains are, with few exceptions,19 represented on the stage, 
so that the unmasking takes by surprise only the participants in the story. 

In The Temple Beau, The Coffee-House Politician, The Mock Doctor 
and The Wedding-Day the author employed the pattern of the drama of 
discovery and supplied the hero, living in a society in which money was 
equal to happiness, with noble parents and sufficient fortune in order to 
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gain for him the lady of his heart. At that time, however, he still confined 
the moment of surprise strictly to the denouement, which was, in agreement 
with the formula of Moliere, usually introduced into the play from the 
outside. In The Miser, another adaptation of Moliere, he supressed the 
final discovery (Anselm) and substituted for it the caprices of Mariana, 
and in The Author's Farce he employed the pattern with a touch of parody. 

As a novelist, however, Fielding employed the principle of the drama 
of discovery, which he had learned in his plays, in all his works, and re
solved their plots by giving the heores sufficient material means for future 
undisturbed happiness. In Tom Jones he overstepped this framework and 
prepared the catastrophe by an ingenious network of allusions which 
awake suspicion in the reader without providing him with sufficient ground 
for the discernment of the hidden truth. At the same time, however, he 
gradually narrowed the scope of the reader's vision by introducing only 
such characters on the scene which were least informed of the actual 
state of affairs. Instead of an omniscient spectator, who is anxious to 
learn the outcome of the future clashes of the dramatis personae, the reader 
of this novel, and even more so of Amelia, becomes a fellow-traveller of 
his hero or heroes, an observer who knows slightly more than the principal 
character and so is able to judge the conduct of some other participants 
in the action, but who is not sufficiently removed from the story to see 
through the motives and plans of all the characters (especially the depth 
of depravity in the villains) and through the intricacies of the plot. The 
amount of discoveries increases sharply from one novel to the next, results 
are followed by explanation of their causes, allusions are offered instead 
of descriptions and even pieces of deliberately misleading information are 
inserted in the narrative to deceive the reader. The narrator in the novel 
enacts the same role as the authors in Fielding's plays-within-play (Pas-
quin, The Historical Register for the Year 1736). He is first of all a 
commentator of the action, a critic of society founded on the respect for 
wealth instead of humanity, a Trapwit afraid that the audience will lose 
the moral of his satire, but at the same time an overscrupulous stage 
manager, who excludes not only murder, but also a substantial part of the 
intrigue from the scene, achieving the maximum of surprise by its later 
revelation. 

Fielding himself proclaimed the principle of the belated disclosure of 
facts as early as in Joseph Andrews when he apologized to his readers for 
the unexpected appearance of Fanny in Joseph's life.20 The turn in the 
action that shed new light on Joseph's behaviour towards Lady Booby 
was so abrupt that it was felt to be a reflection of a fundamental change 
in the plan and general character of the novel.21 At that time the principle 
might still have been an afterthought, but in the progress of Fielding's work 
as a novelist it was employed more and more often in the construction of 
his novels, and in Amelia it allowed the author to introduce hardly enough 
incidents on the scene at the time of their occurrence to maintain the 
reader's interest. 

The revelation of a fact whose existence was long before known 
to the hero but was not suspected by the reader is a not infrequent means 
used by Fielding for the development of the story in his novels. It may 
be found, in fairly analogous circumstances, at the beginning not only of 
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Joseph Andrews, but also of Tom Jones. In Joseph, Andrews the titular 
hero is shown to have rejected the advances of Lady Booby because he had 
been long enamoured of Fanny Goodwill, and in Tom Jones Tom does not 
display any signs of deep affection towards Sophia in response to the mani
festations of her emotions as he is the lover of Molly Seagrim at that time. 
The relation between Joseph and Lady Booby in the first novel is parallel 
to the scenes between Richardson's Pamela and Mr. B., which the author 
postulates to be present in the background of the reader's mind and which 
he exposes to scathing parody by assigning the role of the seducer to 
a woman and that of the virtuous virgin to a man. In Tom Jones the author 
induces his readers to expect a romance, in which the young couple, un
equal in birth and fortune, will achieve happiness after they have sur
mounted all sorts of obstacles. He actually employs the formula, but fills 
it, as he claims in the introductory chapter of the fourth book, with truth 
instead of monstrosities, with a new scale of values in which fidelity, the 
supreme virtue of romances, is relegated to a subordinate position and its 
place is occupied by good nature. 

The appearance of Sophia in Tom's life in the early books of Tom 
Jones clearly illustrates the manner in which Fielding produced expectation 
in the reader in order to thwart it by the subsequent incident. The idea 
of unfulfilled expectation was so favoured by the author that it was 
sometimes employed for purely formal purposes. When Mrs. Bennet22 

warned her father against his second marriage and revealed the character 
of her future step-mother, she was promised an enquiry into the matter, 
only to learn, in the first sentence of the next chapter, of his marriage on 
the following morning. The broken promise, superfluous for the delineation 
of her father's character, was introduced by the author chiefly as a bridge 
between two chapters. Another piece of erroneous anticipation in the reader 
is produced by Amelia's urgent and mysteriously worded letter to Dr. Har
rison23 at the end of the ninth book of Amelia. Having provided that 
part of his novel with an appropriate conclusion, as enigmatic and un
expected as the final incidents of the three preceding books, the author 
quietly pricked the bubble in the following chapter by revealing that 
all this ado was about a ticket for a masquerade. 

The element of surprise and of frustrated expectation was also 
employed in the structure of Fielding's novels for the description of 
separate and simultaneous adventures of two or more protagonists. If the 
author developed the story along several parallel lines, he frequently 
refrained from the description of events in the succession in which they 
had actually happened. He preferred first to display the critical moments 
of the' story and then account for their details by going back in time and 
narrating the incidents which led to the crucial events. In this way he 
reversed not only the normal order of motive and action, as he did in other 
surprising revelations, but also the time sequence of events in the novel. 
In the central part of Tom Jones and in the whole of Amelia the author 
applied the formula of incidents followed by long explanations almost to 
every major crisis, with the exception of the final discovery. Of all the 
persons that appeared at Upton during and after the fatal night, only the 
hero, his companion, and Mrs. Waters were expected to be there, while 
the arrival of Sophia and her maid, her father, Mr. Fitzpatrick, and his 
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wife had to be accounted for either in long retrospections or in an inter
polated narrative. Another major intrigue, the infamous scheme of Lord 
Fellamar and the timely arrival of Squire Western, is introduced by the 
visit of Mrs. Honour at Tom's lodgings and by her account of the results 
of the crisis. The reader is subsequently acquainted with what happened 
at the house of Lady Bellaston, and only then learns of the consequences 
of Mrs. Fitzpatrick's decision to restore Sophia to her father, taken by 
the niece of Aunt Western twenty chapters before. Similarly, the two 
imprisonments of Booth, in Amelia, are first presented to the reader in an 
account of Sergeant Atkinson and in Booth's letter and then are followed 
by their explanation in chapters which go back in time. The same pattern 
is applied to many minor incidents in the novels, the first of these being 
the story of Betty the chambermaid in Joseph Andrews. 

The explanation of incidents after the crisis has already been solved 
was adopted in Amelia even for the interpolated narratives (Booth's 
account of the appearance of Amelia's mother at the house of Amelia's-
nurse and of the subsequent reconciliation of the old lady with her 
daughter). At the time of the composition of the last novel it had become 
a standard method of telling the story, irrespective of whether the narrator 
was the author himself or one of his characters. 

The belated disclosure of facts by the author and the instances of 
unfulfilled expectation or denial of explanation in Fielding's novels are 
essentially undramatic means of the presentation of a story, even if the 
plot revealed before the reader is exactly analogous to a plot of a play. 
As a considerable part of the action is transferred into explanations, the 
flow of time in the novels is characterized by many retrospections, which 
are utterly impossible in a drama. Tom Jones is the only novel of Fielding, 
in which, chiefly in the last books, the story runs on several progressively 
parallel lines, intersecting in many meetings of the protagonists, without 
the introduction of new incidents as an explanation of events already 
described. As in Fielding's dramas, the continuous flow of time in the 
final days of action must be laboriously reconstructed, instead of being 
one of the unifying principles. The blurred picture of the sequence of days 
in the last books of the most perfect novel of Henry Fielding is not "a partial 
reversion from the dramatic to the epic manner with which he began Tom 
Jones",24 but just the opposite, a shift from the epic method, characterized 
in the author's conception by the continuous flow of time, to the dramatic 
combination of incidents condensed by the nature of action into the frame
work of a few days. 

The story of Amelia is also developed along several lines, but successive 
scenes hinging upon different characters are almost exclusively restricted 
to retrospective explanations of motives. To a greater degree than in the 
two preceding novels, the story develops in sudden turns which demand 
extensive clarification in the following chapters, while in some places it 
is a mere framework for long digressions filled with the protagonists' biog
raphies, mostly irrelevant to the principal action. As the main purpose 
in life of the hero and heroine, who are almost constantly present in the 
focus of the narration, seems to be limited to averting the ever-impending 
danger, often unsuspected up to the last moment, a considerable proportion 
of decisions and actions takes place behind the scenes. For this reason, the 
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critical moments, for which the reader is totally unprepared, must be 
supplemented by extensive retrospections. 

The presentation of the story in the last novel through a series of 
discoveries, of vague promises of future action, which are either dis
appointed or fulfilled many chapters later, and of unprepared turns of 
events, supplemented by retrospective explanations, gradually replaced 
the straightforward narrative known to the author from Cervantes and 
from the writers of picaresque novels, and illustrated most conspicuously 
in Joseph Andrews. The first novel of the author, primarily a tale of 
adventures on the road, a satire on the greed, lust and vanity of con
temporary men and women, is still a narrative almost devoid of gaps in 
the action and of simultaneous scenes. Reflecting the structure of the novel 
to which it refers in its subtitle (Written in Imitation of the Manner of 
Cervantes, Author of "Don Quixote"), Joseph Andrews proceeds along 
a series of mutually unconnected incidents, arranged in a simple succession 
in time. The author, conforming to the ancient epic pattern, manifested 
in Homer's Odyssey, of only one action at the same time, begins a new 
scene only after he has finished the preceding one. Incidents simultaneous 
with other events are still, at least in a few cases, described by a character 
in the novel instead of the omniscient narrator (the departure of Joseph 
from the Tow-wouses, recounted to Adams at the next inn by the coach
man who witnessed the scene), material antecedent to the final discovery 
is related by the participants in the action (the life of Mr. Wilson, the 
story of the pedlar and the confession of Gammer Andrews), and relatively 
long periods in the lives of the leading characters are completely omitted 
in order to avoid the description of simultaneous actions. (The reader leaves 
Joseph at the Tow-wouses, learns of what happened to him from the 
coachman's account at the next alehouse, catches a glimpse of him before 
the company resumed their journey, and meets him sitting by the fire 
in the next inn. Two chapters later Joseph again disappears from the 
narrative after he has put his head out of the coach in order to bring back 
his learned friend into the highlight of the story, and emerges before the 
eyes of the reader as late as the small hours of the following morning, 
with no adventures worth relating, while Parson Adams has in the 
meantime proceeded through six chapters of exciting events.) 

We have tried to show that the influence of the dramatic time-scheme 
on the flow of time in the three novels was, with the exception of the last 
part of Tom Jones, negligible. By introducing an ever-present narrator 
into his novels Fielding acquired the freedom to accelerate the flow of 
time in the description of action, slow it down for dialogues which reveal 
the difference between the appearance and the inside of the characters, 
and stop it altogether during his commentaries. He extended the formula 
of the revelation of his static characters through several contrasting stages 
to the action of his novels, developing them through unexpected turns 
explained in numerous retrospections. Shifting the emphasis from action 
to character he replaced the dramatic concentration of the plot into separate 
scenes, linked by the nature of the action, by long continuous stretches of 
the narrative centred round one hero and connected with one another by 
exact time links. 
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Ill 

The title of Fielding's first novel, The History of the Adventures of 
Joseph Andrews and His Friend Mr. Abraham Adams, Written in Imitation 
of the Manner of Cervantes, Author of "Don Quixote", points to other 
sources of Fielding's novels in addition to the drama and offers a more 
adequate explanation of the continuity of time than its substitution for 
the dramatic unity of time. Long before Fielding tried his hand at novels, 
he was an ardent admirer of Cervantes, especially of his masterpiece, Don 
Quixote. He attempted to transplant the novel into English soil as early 
as during his studies at Leyden when he put his pen to a comedy centred 
round the characters of the immortal Knight of the Rueful Countenance 
and his equally famous squire Sancho Panza. His esteem for Cervantes, 
manifested later by the introduction of the revised Don Quixote in England 
on the stage and by the subtitle to Joseph Andrews, abated during the 
composition of Amelia, but at that time some of the. structural principles 
which he had derived from the work of Cervantes were firmly rooted in 
his literary method. 

If we restrict the analysis of Fielding's dependence on Cervantes to 
the problem of the time-scheme in the novels, we become immediately, 
aware of some striking parallels between Joseph Andrews and Don Quixote. 
Cervantes, respecting the tradition of the writers of picaresque tales since 
Lazarillo de Tormes .and Guzman d'Alfarache, related the incidents of 
Quixote's and Panza's adventures as following one another in time and 
connected through the persons of the two protagonists, and inserted long 
pauses between the several expeditions of the knight. He followed the 
practice of his predecessors who paid no attention to the external dating 
of their stories or to correct information on the time of action and were 
usually satisfied to connect the successive adventures of their hero by 
references to pauses of unspecified duration. The only indications which 
elucidated the relative timing of events of the picaresque tales with greater 
exactness were the remarks on the part of the day in which incidents took 
place. They were, however, chiefly confined to one unified piece of action, 
while the connecting links between incidents, links which were without 
any importance for the action, were left undefined in time. 

Cervantes complicated the pattern by omitting allusions to the duration 
of pauses almost completely. In his account the adventures of Don Quixote 
seemed immediately to follow one another without any gaps in the action 
during the second expedition and with definite short intervals of inactivity 
in the second part of the book. By this linking of events the author actually 
put the story on a day-by-day basis"without being aware of it. As he also 
inserted casual references to the duration of the expedition into the 
utterances of his characters, he produced many inconsistencies between 
the flow of time indicated in the speeches of the protagonists and the 
number of days described or mentioned by the author. 

Fielding accepted the method of the first part of Don Quixote for 
Joseph Andrews almost without any changes. He limited the actual action 
in the Richardsonian part of his novel to one day, put his story on a day-
by-day basis as soon as he dispatched Joseph from the home of Lady Booby, 
and observed the formula even in the final section, after the travellers had 
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arrived at the place of their destination. He modified the Cervantesque 
pattern only by reducing the pauses in action, by allowing his hero four 
days to recover from his injuries and meet with his future companion on 
the journey instead of a whole fortnight as in Cervantes, and three days 
to return to his new home instead of six. 

Although Fielding paid greater attention to the particulars of the story 
than did his avowed model, he copied Don Quixote in such minute detail 
that he also introduced into the utterances of his charactex*s two allusions 
to the duration of action, both of them unintentionally incorrect. The second 
allusion, uttered by Lady Booby, forms a conspicuous parallel to the refer
ences to the length of the action in Don Quixote, inserted into the mouth of 
Sancho Panza. (Although only two days and nights were described, Sancho 
speaks of having been in the service of Don Quixote for not yet a month;25 

and at the end of the second expedition, which could be confined within a 
month, he refers to the duration of their journey as eight months.26) Like 
his Spanish predecessor, Fielding arbitrarily restricted the duration of his 
novel to a certain period without being aware that the definite links 
between the time of successive incidents determine the total volume of 
time with absolute accuracy. 

The exact time links between the incidents of Joseph Andrews, 
confined to the narration of the author, constitute the principal difference 
between the handling of time in the novel of Cervantes and the work of 
the English novelist. Cervantes advances the story in time by allusions to 
time in the utterances of characters, in the dating of letters or in the 
remarks of the narrator, all of which are intended to complement each 
other, but — in the total absence of any references to the days or nights 
which intervened between two or more events in one chapter — are in fact 
contradictory. The time-setting of Don Quixote, inserted in the utterances 
of the two protagonists, is an accidental part of the structure, bearing no 
relation to the separate incidents, so that it could have been added to the 
work even after the story had been finished. Fielding, assigning most of 
the events to a definite part of the day or even to a definite hour, provided 
such firm links between the various parts of the story that he excluded 
all possibilities of inserting an undefined number of days between any 
two incidents in his novel. He transmuted the potential pattern of days, 
inherent in Cervantes's novel but contradicted by the superimposed 
references- to the flow of time, into a virtual succession in which the flow 
of time was maintained by unified pieces of action connected in time by 
exact references to the duration of pauses. Having learned the formula 
of the continuity, of time during the construction of Joseph Andrews, 
Fielding applied it to the adventures on the road in Tom Jones and to the 
subsequent stay of the hero in London, and, although less consistently, to 
the action of Amelia. 

Ethel M . Thornbury, discussing the epic elements in Joseph Andrews, draws 
attention, to the fact that Cervantes "gives us an elaborate discussion between Don 
Quixote and Sancho Panza about the matter of time taken for the adventures to prove 
that the unity of time has been observed". 2 7 She alludes to the twenty-eighth chapter 
of the second part of Don Quixote, in which Cervantes makes Quixote refer to.the 
duration of his previous expeditions as "hardly two months" instead of eight months 
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which he inserted into the speech of Sancho at the end of the first part. B y this 
device, characteristic for his handling of time, Cervantes complies with the 
requirement that the action of an epic work should be confined to the period of one 
year, although he appends a new long chain of adventures to a story which he 
regarded as complete when he finished it ten years before. 

The idea of the epic unity of time, to which Cervantes tried to conform in his 
novel, is a product of the critical thinking of the Italian Renaissance. J . E . Spingarn, 2 8 

following the development of the three unities in literary criticism of that period, 
showed that the Italian critics of that era limited the time required for dramatic 
action to twenty-four or even twelve hours, mainly because they strived after an 
absolutely perfect illusion of reality in the presentation of a dramatic plot. F r o m 
this standpoint they interpreted the Aristotelian analysis of the practice of con
temporary Greek drama, which confined its action to one day or slightly over that 
limit, as a principle inherent in the character of dramatic action. Some of them 
argued for the restriction of the time of action even to twelve hours, because they 
believed that dramatic action should be single and continuous, uninterrupted by 
a night, and even of the same duration as its performance on the stage, or else it 
would be incredible. The Aristotelian argument for the limits imposed on the dramatic 
action (that the length of the action should be restricted to what could be retained 
by the spectator's memory at one stretch of time) was replaced by the requirement 
of the closest correspondence between reality and its scenic representation. 

The principle of max imum verisimilitude in the representation of a play, which 
was also responsible for the unity of place, another innovation on Aristotle, gave rise 
to the normative restriction of the dramatic action to one day. A n analogous l imit 
was sought for the duration of action in epic poetry in the practice of Homer and 
other ancient epic writers, and was mostty found in the period of one year. A s it, 
however, openly contradicted the statement of Aristotle that epic poetry differs from 
tragedy "in its length — which 4s due to its action having no fixed limits of time", 2 9 

and as it could impart no illusion of reality to the narration of an epic poet, it was 
not universally accepted. Nevertheless, as one of the rules which were established by 
the Renaissance theory of literature, it was complied with by writers who either 
strived to attain the epic character in their work or who wanted to avoid attacks 
of dogmatic critics. The congestion of the plot into one year was thus totally absent 
from the picaresque novels, which did not appeal to the epic theory for the justifica
tion of their structure, but appeared in such different works as Don Quixote, Ibrahim 
by Madeleine de Scudery 3 0 and, with the exception of the first part of T o m Jones, 
the novels of Fielding. 

As a novelist, Fielding often claimed the ancient epic poetry to be the 
model of his work. He appealed to the literary jurisdiction of the author 
of Iliad and Odyssey as early as in the preface to Joseph Andrews, where 
he formulated the theory of a new literary kind derived from the Homeric 
poems and denoted as "comic prose epic", and as late as in the defense of 
Amelia, in The Covent-Garden Journal,31 in which he claimed to have 
observed, with meticulous care, the rules of good writing established by 
Homer and Virgil. The structure of epic poetry, which he tried to imitate, 
was also reflected in the handling of time in his novels; it was the other 
source of the continuity of time besides the Cervantesque formula of the 
day-by-day progress of the adventures on the road. 

The restriction of the time of action in Fielding's novels to a few weeks 
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or months (i. e. the observance of the epic unity of time) was derived from 
the uninterrupted flow of time founded on the practice of Homer, one of 
"those great judges whose vast strength of genius hath placed them in the 
light of legislators, in the several sciences over which they presided",32 

modified by the influence of Cervantes, rather than imposed by the author 
on his works in order to comply with the requirements of critics. Unlike 
the critics who analyzed the time-schemes of the classical epic only to find 
and establish the arbitrary limits of the duration of action, limits analogous 
to the dramatic concentration of the plot within one day, Fielding was 
chiefly interested in the absence of gaps in the narrative. In Joseph 
Andrews, in which he learned the technique of the day-by-day development 
of the story, he inserted, under the influence of Cervantes, an allusion to 
the total volume of time occupied by the action, but even in this reference 
he restricted the duration of the plot to a Homeric period of forty-seven 
days. In the composition of Tom Jones Fielding was undoubtedly aware that 
Le Bossu had proclaimed the epic unity of time only an optional feature 
of the epic, and yet he thought it necessary to defend the gaps in the 
narrative by the innovatory character of his novel instead of the authority 
of the French critic, because he considered the time-scheme in the first 
part of the novel mainly as a deviation from the ancient rules observed 
in the Iliad and Odyssey. Similarly, in all of Fielding's plays the time of 
action is restricted to twelve, twenty-four or thirty-six hours, and the place 
is confined to one town, chiefly because the author imitated the practice 
of most of his predecessors and contemporaries on the English stage, and 
also the Greek drama referred to by Aristotle as limited to something near 
the period of one day. 

The different attitude adopted by the author towards contemporary 
critics and his literary models explains the apparent discrepancy between 
his critical invectives against the unities and their observance in his dramas 
and novels (except for the first six books of Tom Jones). Fielding was 
always violently opposed to the requirement of the greatest possible 
correspondence between the flow of time in dramas and novels and in 
reality, the requirement which was still the principal argument for the 
unity of time in his age. In the first part of Tom Jones, in which he was 
constantly returning to the problem of the flow of time in order to account 
for its disrupted character, he proclaimed the discord between the time 
in reality and in its representation as his principle: 

" M y reader then is not to be surprised, if, in the course of this work, he shall 
f ind some chapters very short, and others altogether as long; some that contain only 
the time of a single day, and others that comprise years; in a word, if my history 
sometimes seems to stand still, and' sometimes to fly. For al l which I shall not look 
on myself as accountable to any court of critical jurisdiction Whatever: for as I am, 
in reality, the founder of a new province of writing, so I am at liberty to make what 
laws I please therein." 3 3 

He applied the same standard to the dramatic unity in the article on 
William Mason's Elfrida, a Dramatic Poem, Written on the Model of the 
Ancient Greek Tragedy, an article which he published in the sixty-second 
number of The Covent-Garden Journal under the signature of "Tragi-
comicus". The presence of the "continued chorus" on the stage and the 
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strict observance of the three unities in the play under review were 
severely attacked by the novelist, an admirer of Shakespeare, who could 
not leave without reply the censures of his favourite Elizabethan in the 
five introductory letters to Mason's work. 

The next step from the condemnation of the identity of time in drama 
and reality was the denunciation of the unity of time as confining the 
action strictly to twenty-four hours. In his attack on critics, in Tom Jones, 
Fielding asked with a touch of irony: 

"Whoever demanded the reasons of that nice unity of time or place which is 
now established to be so essential to dramatic poetry? What critic hath been ever 
asked, why a play may not contain two days as well as one?" 3 4 

In the same essay he bitterly inveighed against the unities, among 
many other neo-classical "rules", for still another reason than the lack 
of authority: 

" . . . many rules for good writing have been established, which have not the 
least foundation in truth or nature;-and which commonly serve for no other purpose 
than to curb and restrain genius, in the same manner as it should have restrained the 
dancing-master, had the many excellent treatises on that art laid it down as an 
essential rule that every man must dance in chains." 3 5 

The last two of the three main arguments of Fielding against the unity 
of time, i. e. the absence of any authority which he would have recognized 
as competent to demand its observation, the contrary practice of authors, 
such as Shakespeare, whom he held in high esteem, and the restraint 
imposed by it on the creative mind appeared already in The Universal 
Register for the Year 1736. In this dramatic satire, modelled on 
Buckingham's Rehearsal, he strictly observed the parallelism of the time 
of action and its performance in the principal play, but moved his action 
freely in time in the play-within-play. In order to explain this freedom, 
he put the following discussion into the mouths of his characters: 

" S O U R W I T . Then, I must tell you, sir, I am a little staggered at the name of 
your piece; doubtless, sir, you know the rules of writing, and I can't guess how you 
can bring the actions of a whole year into the circumference of four and twenty 
hours. 

M E D L E Y . Sir, I have several answers to make to your objection; in the first 
place, my piece is not of a nature confined to any rules, as being avowedly irregular, 
but if it was otherwise, I think I could quote you precedents of plays that neglect 
them; besides, sir, if I comprise the whole actions of the year in half -an hour, w i l l 
you blame me, or those who have done so little i n that time? M y Register is not to 
be filled like those of vulgar news-writers, with trash for want of news; and, 
therefore, if I say little or nothing, you may thank those who have done little or 
nothing." 3 8 

And again: 
" M E D L E Y . A y , sir, I intend to have every thing new. I had rather be the author 

of my own dulness, than the publisher of other man's wit; . . , " 3 7 

The principal reason why Fielding discarded the dramatic unity of time 
in the play-within-play must be sought in the" idea behind the piece. The 
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government and the imperfections of the age are mercilessly exposed to 
ridicule in a succession of episodes, each of them directed against a different 
vice and employing a different cast of players. The key to the allegory is 
provided in the title of the play, a history of contemporary manners, chiefly 
of the upper classes of contemporary English society. The vices of their 
members are presented in separate scenes connected by the principal play, 
which performs the role of the future commentaries of the novelist. The 
unity of time in such a play would be as absurd as the congestion of the 
adventures of a picaresque or quixotic hero within the period of twenty-
four hours. 

The lesson which Fielding learned in Pasquin and The Universal 
Register (two of his most successful dramatic works) was not lost upon 
him. In the first part of Tom Jones he did not even hesitate to abandon 
the practice of Homer, whose Iliad and Odyssey were reduced by his 
favourite French critic 'Le Bossu to forty-seven and fifty-eight days 
respectively, for the biographical pattern which he learned in Jonathan 
Wild and which excellently suited the purposes of his complicated plot and 
his method of the gradual unveiling of characters through contrasting 
stages. The justification of his disregard for the continuity of time, which 
he inserted in the introductory chapters to the second and third book of 
Tom Jones, reaffirms almost verbally the arguments of The Historical 
Register: 

"Though we have properly enough entitled this our work, a history, and not 
a life; nor an apology for a life, as is more in fashion; yet we intend in it rather to 
pursue the method of those writers, who profess to disclose the revolutions of 
countries, than to imitate the painful and voluminous historian, who, to preserve 
the regularity of his series, thinks himself obliged to f i l l up as much paper with 
the detail of months and years i n which nothing remarkable happened, as he employs 
upon those notable eras when the greatest scenes have been transacted on the human 
stage. 

"Such histories as these do, in reality, very much resemble a newspaper, which 
consists of just the same number of words, whether there be any news in it or n o t . . . 

Now it is our purpose, in the ensuing pages, to pursue a contrary method. When 
any extraordinary scene presents itself (as we trust w i l l often be the case), we shall 
spare no pains nor paper to open it at large to our reader; but if whole years would 
pass without producing any thing worthy his notice, we shall not be afraid of a chasm 
in our history; but shall hasten on to matters of consequence, and leave such periods 
of time totally unobserved." 3 8. 

In the development of the complicated and proportionate story of Tom 
Jones Fielding recognized the danger of the rigid application of the "epic" 
handling of time (synonymous for him with the Homeric formula) on 
unsuitable material, discarded, at least partly, the principle of continuity, 
substituted for it a network of gaps which moved the action forward in 
time, and combined the incidents into the central- plot without any 
subsidiary connection by the time of their occurrence. This disregard for 
both the restrictive rules of contemporary critics and his own principle 
was, however, confined to the first part of his most elaborate novel. In the 
rest of the book and in his two other novels Fielding adopted the 
continuous flow of time as an inherent feature of the epic structure which 
he strived to imitate in his work. 
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V f T A H 

P O Z N A M K Y K U P L Y V A N l C A S U V R O M A N E C H 
H E N R Y H O F I E L D I N G A 

V e svych poznamkach vychazi autor ze zjistC-nf, ze ve vsech tfech romanech 
Henryho Fieldinga (s vyj imkou prvnfch sesti knih Toma Jonese) lze sestavit vsechny 
episody do pfesnelio chronologickeho sledu a stanovit pocet dni, k t e r £ uplynuly mezi 
kterymikoli dvema udalostmi v de>ji. V e svem zkoumanf podstaty tohoto jevu vychazf 
z krit iky jeho dosavadnfch interpretacf autorovou snahou o podrobne zasazenf pff-
b6hu do urCit6ho historickeho Casovelio useku, v l ivem dramatick6 soustfedenosti d £ j e 
a dramatick6 jednoty Casu nebo vl ivem teorie epiky, zvlaStC- tzv. epick6 jednoty Casu. 

Srovnanfm Cetnych narazek na uplyvani Casu a na historick6 udalosti odhaluje 
autor vice rozporii v Casovem planu romanu, nez bylo dosud znamo. Z povahy tCchto 
technickych chyb vyplyva, ze dusledne a jednoznaCne Casov6 urCenf kazde episody 
ma pfedevsim za ukol vytvofit Casovou kontinuitu celelio romanu. Historick6 jevy» 
ktere je mozno jednoznaCne datovat, uvadi Fielding do sv^ch del jen proto, aby jimi 
dokreslil obraz soudobe anglick6 spolecnosti, tj. jako p f e d m £ t s p o l e C e n s k £ kritiky, 
nikoli jako prostfedek k pfesn6 Casove lokalisaci de\ie. Jak ukazuji zavazn6 nesrov-
nalosti, Fielding si nebyl vedom toho, ze svymi zminkami o skuteCnych postavach 
a udalostech a Casovym navazovanfm novych episod na pfedchozf dej umoznuje da-
tovanf kazdeho dne popsaneho v ,ieho romanech. 

ZvlastC nazorny pfiklad Fieldingovy snahy spojovat episody v souvisly Casovy 
fet&ec nezavisle na kalendafnf posloupnosti dnu vidi autor v nedostatecnem poCtu 
nedelf a svatku. NedSle se ve Fieldingovych romanech neopakujf kazdych sedm dnf, 
ale vyskytujf se jen tehdy, kdyz si jejich pfitomnost vyzaduje povaha popisovaneho 
dfeje (ohlasky v Josefu Andrewsovi nebo Boothovy vychazky v Amelii). 

V druh6 Casti svych poznamek odmita autor nazor, ze Casova kontinuita Fie l 
dingovych romanu je diisledkem d r a m a t i c k £ h o sepStf d6je. V divadelnfch hrach F i e l 
ding rozviji vsechny zapletky pfed divakem a jde vzdy se scenou za postavou, ktera 
nejvfce posouva dSj kupfedu, kdezto v romanech poslupnC pfenasf nejdulezitfijsi uda
losti mimo Ctenafovo zorne pole a fadf vedle sebe vyjevy s o u s t f e d g n £ kolem jedn6 
pos'tavy bez zfejm6 vyznamov6 souvislosti, pouze v casovem sledu. Teprve kriticke' 
okamziky dCje objasfiuji smysl minulych udalosti, ale samy zase Casto vyzadujf 
obsahleho v y s v £ t l e n i liCenim toho, co se v pfedchozfch kapitolach odehravalo za 
sc6nou. Pfed Ctenafem, stejnS jako pfed hrdinou romanu, probiha dej v pfekvapivych 
zvratech, jen n £ k d y pfipravenych nejasnymi narazkami. Jestlize Fielding rozvfjf 
roman v nCkolika dCjovych linifch, sleduje zpravidla pfihody jedne postavy az ke 
krit ickemu bodu a na n £ j r e t r o s p e k t i v n £ navazuje udalosti v soubeznych liniich 
(setkani postav v Uptonu nebo zachrana Sofie pfed lordem Fellamarem v Tomu Jo-
nesovi). V e Fieldingovych dramatech jsou tedy vyjevy spojeny soustfedenfm na dej, 
kdezto v romanech hlavni postavou a Casovym sledem a az dodatednfe svym obsahem. 

V poslednfm oddflu autor fe l l vztah casov6 kontinuity Fieldingovych romanu 
a epick6 jednoty Casu, ktera omezuje d£j epickeho dila na udobi jednoho roku. Zjis-
fuje pfedevsim, ze nepfetrzity sled dni u Fieldinga byl ovlivnen Casovym planem 
Cervantesova Dona Quijota, zvlastS jeho prvni Casti. Cervantes posouva sviij roman 
v Case jednak stffdanim dne a noci, jednak narazkami na uplyvanf Casu, kter^mi 
omezuje trvanf dSje na necely rok. Mezi obema zpusoby jsou 5etn6 nesrovnalosti. 
Fielding v popise dobrodruzstvf na cestdch rovn&z sleduje putovanf svych 
hrdinu den za dnem, avsak odkazy na celkov6 trvani romanu vypousti. Casove udaje 
maji v jeho pracfch za ukol spojovat episody, nikoli zasadit dej do pfedem stanove-
neho casoveho useku. 

Opravngnf pro novatorsky raz svych romanu vidf Fielding v antickem eposu, 
zvlaSte v basnich Hom6rovych. V e snaze o epicky charakter svych praci podfizuje 
proto d6j homersk^mu sledu dnf, nikoli vsak pbzadavku epick6 jednoty Casu, vznaSe-
nemu soudobou kritikou. Jako romanopisec Fielding ostfe utoCf na klasicistickou jed-
notu casu v dramatech, z niz byl vyvozen jejf epicky protSjsek. R o v n § z v prvni Casti 
Toma Jonese, v nfz zamSnuje nepfetrzity sled dni za zivotopisn6 rozvfjeni d6je, kte-
r6mu se nauCil v Jonathanu Wildovi, poklada romanopisec za nutn6 hajit existenci 
mezer ve vypraveni spise nez pfekroCeni Casoveho limitu. Z toho autor vyvozuje, ze 
Casova kontinuita je stavebni princip, ktery neni mozno ztotoznit s epickou jednotou 
Casu definovanou jeh jako omezeni delky deje, ale ktery Fielding rovnCz poklada za 
nutny rys epickeho dfla. 
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P E 3 I O M E 

3 A M E H A H H H O T H O C H T E J I b H O n P O T E K A H H H 
B P E M E H H B P O M A H A X T E H P H 3>HJIbf lHHrA 

ABTOP HCXOAHT B CBOHX 3aMeiaHHnx HS nojioweHHH, ITO BO Bcex Tpex poMaHax TeHpH 
^HJibftHHra (3a HCKAioieHHeM nepBbix inecTH TOMOB npon3BefleHHH , , T O M JUJKOHC") yflaeTCH 
cociaBHTb HS Bcex 3nn3oflOB TOiHyio xpoHOJiorH^ecKyro BepeHmjy; ynaeTCH yciaHOBHTb 11 HHCJIO 
AHeft, KOToptie npouuiH B TeieHHe npoMejKyTKa BpeMeim MexcAy AK>6biMH AByMH CO6BITHHMH, 
BXOAHIHHMH B COCTaB ACHCTBUH. IIpH HCCAeAOBaHHH CyLQHOCTH 3TOTO ABJ16HHH aBTOp HCXOAHT 
H3 xpHTHKH cymecTByioiHHx AO CHX nop HHTepnperauiiii , O6I>JICHHIOIIIHX npoTenaHHe BpeMeuii 
crpeMJieHHeM nncaTeAH AeiaJibHO npnypoiHTb npOHCinecTBHe K HCTOPHMCKH onpeaejieHHOMy 
npoMexcyTKy BpeMeHH, BAHHHHBM ApaMaTHiecKoft cocpeAcroieHHOCTH flencTBHH H ApaMamiecKoro 
eaiiHCTBa BpeMeHH H A H BjiHHHiieM Teopnn snHKH, oco6eKHo T. Has. s imiecKoro eAHKCTBa Bpe-
MeHH. 

B peayjibTaTe conociaBJieHHK MHoroqucJieHHbix HaMeKOB ua npoTeKaHue BpeMeHii a Ha 
HCTopuqecKHe COOMTHH asxop pacKpbtBaeT 6ojibine KOAHiecTBo pacxontAeHUH BO BpeMeHHOM 
njiaHe poMaHOB, i e M paHbiue 6HAO HSBSCTHO. H S xapaKTepa TaKiix TexHHiecKux OIUHDOK Bbrre-
KaeT, qTO aaAaieft nocAeAosaTeAbHoro H OAHOSHaiaiqero onpeaeJieHHH BCHKOro snnaoAa OTHO-
cmejibHO BpeMeHH HBAHCTCH npewAe scero coaAaHHe HenpepbiBHOCTH BpeMeHH AeiiCTBHA uejioro 
poMaHa. HBjieHHH, npoiicxOAHiUHe B onpeAejieHHbm HCTOPHICCKHH nepiioA, <t>HAbAHHr BKAtovaeT 
B CBOH npOH3BeAeHH» TQJIbKO C H.eAbK> AOpHCOB aTb C HX HOMOIIIbK) KapTHHy COBpeMeHHOrO 
aHrjiniicKoro ofiiuecTBa, T. e. B KanecTBe npeAMda o6mecTBeHHOH KPHTHKH H He B KaiecTBe 
CpeACTBa TOIHOH BpeMeHHOM A0KaAH3aitHH AeHCTBHH. 4>HAbAHHr, KaK 06 3T0M CBHAeTeAbCTByiOT 
cepbesHbie pasHorAacnn, He AaBaji cede OTHeTa 0 TOM, ITO OjaroAaps ero saMeTKaM oTHociirejibHO 
AeiicTBHTeflbHbix JIHII 11 CO6BITHH H nyieM BpeMeHHoro npncoeAHHeHHH HOBBIX 3IIH30AOB C npeA-
mecTByiomHM neiicTBueM OH aaBaji BOSMOatHocTb aaTHpoBKH Ka>KAoro onucaHHoro B ero po
MaHax AHH. 

Oco6eHHo HarjiHAHUH npHMep cTpeMAeHHA 3>njibAHHra K coeAHHeHHio snnaoAOB B CBH3-
Hyio BpeMeHHyio BepeHnuy HesaBuczMO OT nocAeAOBaiejibHocm AHeft no KajieHAapio aBTop 
BHAHT B HeAOCTaTOHHOM IHCAe BOCKpeceHHH H lipaOAHHKOB. BoCKpeCeHbH B pOMaHaX 4'iIJIb" 
AHHra He noBTopmoTcx KaxtAue ceMb AHeft, HO OHH noflBjmiOTCH TOABKO Toraa, KorAa HX HUJIH-
IUR TpeSyeT xapaKTep oniiCMBaeMOro AeftcTBHfi (orjiameHiie B npOH3Be,neHHH ,„H>K03e$ 3HApioc" 
HJIH n p o r y A K a ByTa B KHHfe , , 3 M H A H H " ) . 

Bo BTopoft iacTH CBOHX aaMeiaHuft aBTop OTKaausaeTCH OT B3rjm.ua, KTO HenpepuBHOCTb 
BpeMeHH B poMaHax O H A b A H H r a npeflCTaBjineT coSofi peayjibTaT ApaMaTHiecKoro coieTaHUH ASH-
CTBHH. 4>HJibAHHr paSBepTbiBaeT B CBOHX nbecax see saBjiaKH nepeA apuTeJieM H conpoBOHtAaeT 
cueHoii TO lis AeflcTByromnx JIHII, KOTopoe 6oAbine Bcero npoABHraeT AencTBue BnepeA, M e « A y 
TeM KaK B poMaHax OH nocTeneHno nepeHOCHT BawHeHiiiHe coobrom BHe IIOJIH speHHH iHTaTeJia 
a cTaBHT PHAOM cijeHbi, cocpeAOTO>ieHHbie BOKpyr OAHOTO AeiicTByiomero A n n a 6e3 CBH3H, ITO 
KacaeTCH 3na<ieHne, a TOJIBKO BO BpeMeHHoii nocAeAOBaTeAbHOCTH. ToJitKO KpHraiecKHe MO-
MeHTbi A6HCTBHH pacKpMBaioT CMucA npoHcuieAumx co6biTHii, Tpe6yH, OAKaKO, B CBOIO oqepeAB, 
<iacTo o6uiHpHoro noacHeHHti nyreM onacaHHH Toro, HTO B npeAinecTByioinJHx rjiaBax npoacxo-
AHAO BHe cijeHbi. JTIepeA iHTaTeJieM, noAo6Ho KaK H nepeA repoeM poMaHa, nponcxoAHT AeiicTBHe 
B HeoTKHAaHHbix noBopoTax, noAroTOBjieHHbrx TOjrbKO HHorAa n p n noMoujH HCHCHMX HaMeKOB. 

PaSBHBaH pOMaH HeCKOJIbKHMH CIOHCeTHblMH JIHHHHMH, <J>HJIbflHHr CJieAHT 3a npHKJIKJMeHIIHMH 
OAHoro H3 AeftcTByioiUiix nuu, AO KpHTHiecKoro MOMeHTa. M M OH peipocneKTHBHo noAbsyercs 
B KaiecTBe HCXOAHOTO nyHKTa COSBITHH, KOTopue OH craBHT B napa.uiejibiibix . IHHHSX (BCTpeia 
AeiicTByiomHx AHIJ B AnroHe H A H cnaceHHe C O $ H H OT AopAa <I>eAAaMapa B npoHSBeAeHHH , , T O M 
flwoHc"). B ApaMax O H A b A H H r a cijeHbi coeAHHeHbi TaKHM o6pa30M npH noMomn cocpeAOTOieHHH 
BHHMaHHH Ha AeHCTBHH, Me)«Ay MeM KaK B ero poMaHax 3TO ocymecTBJifleTCH 6jiaro«apH rJiaB-
HOMy ji imy H nocJieAOBaTejibHocra BO BpeMeHH, H TOJibKO AoSaBoyao 6jiaroAap« coAepwaRHio. 

B nocJieAHea qacTH aBTop oSpamaeT BHHMaHHe Ha BsaHMOOTHOineHHe HenpepbiBHOCTH 
BpeMeHH B poMaHax <I>HAbAHHra H snniecKoro eAHHCTBa BpeMeHH. BjiaroAapH nocAeAHeMy Aeii-
CTBHe 3iiHiecKoro npoH3BeaeHHA orpaHHiHBaeTCH npoMestyTKOM BpeMeHH OAHoro roAa. ABTOPOM 
npewAe Bcero ycTaHOBJieHo, <ITO HenpepHBHaH nocAeAOBaTeAbHocxb AHeft y O n A b A H H r a noA-
Beprjiacb BAHAHHIO co cropoHbi nocjieAOBaTeAbHoCTH AencTBHfl uo BpeMeHH poMaHa , , H O H 
KHXOT" CepBaHTeca, a HMeHHo nepBoik ero iacTH. CepBaHTec aacTaBAHeT CBOH poMaH npoABH-
raTbca BO BpeMeHH nyreM lepeAOBaHHH AHH H HOIH, c OAHOH cTopoHbi, n HaMeKOB OTHocHTejiLHO 
npOTeKaHHH BpeMeHH, nOCpeACTBOM KOTOpblX npOAOAHtHTeAbHOCTb AeHCTBHH OrpaHHIHBaeTCH 
HenoAHMM roAOM, c Apyroft cropoHbi. MewAy OSOHMH npneMaMH cyniecTByioT MHOroiHCAeHHBie 
paaHorAacHH. OnHCMBaa nyTeBbie npHKAioieHHH, <I>HAbAHHr OAHOBpeMeHHO CACAHT sa no-
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xoKAeHKSMii CBOHX repoeB co A H H Ha « e H b ; oAHaKO, OT CCMJIKH Ha o6mym npo«oji)KHTejibHocTb 
poMaHa OH oTKaauBaeTCH. 3aAaieH AaHHbix OTHOCHTejibHo BpeMeHH B ero npoHSBeseUHnx aBJifl-
eTCa coenHueHKe 9IIH3OAOB u He npuypoiemie ACHCTBHJI K aapaHee ycTaHOBJieHHOMy npoMe-
raymy BpeMeHH. 

OSocHOBaHHocTb AJIH HOBaTopcKoro xapaKTepa poMauoB <t>H.ibAHHr BHJUIT B SHTITOHOM 
9noce, a HMeHHo B nosMax IoMepa. dpeMHCb K snniecKOMy xapaKTepy CBOHX pafioT, 4>HJib-
AHHr noOTHHneT noaTOMy aeflcTBHe roMepoBCKOMy xoAy AHen, OTKaauBaacb, oAHaxo, OT Tpe6o-
BauHH 9nniecKoro eAHHCTBa BpeMeHH, npeA'bflBJineMoro coBpeMeHHoii KPHTHKOH. OHJUIAHHI--
poMaHHCT xcecTOKo KanaAaeT Ha KJiacciraecKoe CAHHCTBO BpeMeHH B ApaMax, iia KOToporo 6UJI 
BbiBcaeH ero anniecKHH aHTHiioA. B nepBoii qacTH npoH3BeAeHHH „ T O M .HWOHC", B KOTOpoa 
OH aaMeHner HenpepbiBHbift XOA AHeft, noJib3yncb 6norpa$n?ecKHM pasBHTneM AewcTBHH, ycBoeH-
HbiM B npoiiSBefleHHH „ H » O H a T a H VafijibA", pOMaHHCT ciHTaeT CBOHM HOJITOM jiyinie aaniHiuaTb 
HaJiHqHe npoSejieii B paccnaae, qeM BMXOA HS paMOK BpeMeHHoro JiHMHTa. Onapaacb Ha npn-
BeAeHHue $aKTbi, aBTop npHXOAHT K BbiBOAy, ITO HenpepbiBHocrb BpeMeHH npeACTaBjifleT cofioit 
npHHitKn CTpyKTypbi npoHSBeAeHHH. 3TOT npHHunn HeJib3H oTOHmecTBHTi c snuiecKHM eAHH-
CTBOM BpeMeHH. ecjiu HMeeTCH B BHAy ero onpeAejieHHe TOJibKO KaK orpaHuiemie npoAOJiWHTeJib-
HOCTH AeficTBHd, HO ^HJibAHHr ciHTaeT ero TaK»e HeoSxoflHMoft iepToii snniecKoro npona-
BeAeHHH. 

IlepeBOA: H . IlaBJiHK. 
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